Skillsoft gives you the resources to build leaders that will drive their teams to new levels of success.

BUILD BETTER LEADERS WITH ONE CONVENIENT SOLUTION

Skillsoft Leadership Advantage organizes and delivers a comprehensive set of resources for developing the critical skills required of all leaders. Content is organized into concise learning tracks that are aligned to the key competencies required for your managers to successfully lead organizations now and in the future.

MULTIPLE MODES OF INSTRUCTION FOR DIVERSE LEARNING STYLES AND NEEDS

Each track is fueled by credible expert content, including videos of today’s most revered thought leaders and executives and book summaries from best-selling authors. Learners can also participate in interactive exercises and simulations; watch and ask questions during Live Events; use resource guides to create activities and apply learnings; and recommend content using the social collaboration tool.

“Our leadership curriculum utilizes Leadership Advantage, blended with external and internal resources to provide a complete solution. Our goal was to ensure we provided superior content and an exceptional user experience. Based on our leaders’ feedback, we have managed to achieve both.”

Vice President of Global Leadership Development, Lear Corporation

41 learning tracks are comprised of targeted microlearning components.
FEATURES

One convenient portal delivers a comprehensive set of resources for developing critical leadership skills.

Curated, high quality content fueled by today's most renowned business practitioners and thought leaders.

Multiple modes of content meet diverse learning needs.

Flexible learning paths can be used by individual learners for performance support or as part of a blended program.

Use the Online Editor to contextualize the portal to each organization's unique brand and competency focus areas.

BENEFITS

A scalable approach to developing leaders that will build your leadership pipeline and directly impact your organization's bottom line.

Designed for today's learner – concise resources, on demand, mobile delivery.

Provides on-the-job application tools for immediate results.

Personalize and deliver the optimal learning blend to meet both formal and more informal learning needs.